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Xess Advetising L.L.C is a company 
based in Dubai that specializes in 
exhibition stand designs, stand 
building, event production, conference 
signage design, corporate branding, 
outdoor and indoor digital printing 
and more. We offer a turnkey solution 
due to a highly experienced team 
dedicated to graphic designs, 3D 
renderings, fabrications, installation 
and branding.
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With skilled graphic designers and machine operators 
we provide high end graphics printing from small to 
large prints including installations on site.

Banner printing
Vehicle sticker printing

Pop-up stands
Roll-up stands

Exhibition stand graphics
Frosted stickers
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Your vehicle is your primary source of advertising while on the 
road, creating the necessary professional impression, as 
nothing gets your message out there more clearly than a well 
wrapped company vehicle to compete in the market.
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Advertise your business or organization to on 
street traffic with our custom printed wind 
banners or personalise according to your 
needs. Available in many shapes and sizes, our 
street banner flags are printed on the highest 
quality wind resistant material.
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We are a leading creative & technical event production 
specialised in designing, staging & managing events.
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XESS specializes in providing you professionally with high 
quality event backdrops for special occasions. Whether you 
need a small backdrop to promote your event or a large 
backdrop for a larger group event. XESS is your primordial 
helping partner for your next customised event. Our affordable 
prices, attention to fine details and use of highly qualitative 
materials will help make your backdrop stand out for an evening 
to remember.

Backdrops

We offer professional design services, which let us 
enhance your upcoming events with our highly skilled 
services to suit your tailor made needs.



We make signboards for companies, hotels and 
restaurants in different varities.
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We specialize in all types of exhibition requirements right 
from stand designs, stand building, truss, furniture renting 
& graphic printing. Providing you with all types of services 
related to exhibition stand building. Contact us for a free 
design & competitive quote for your next upcoming 
exhibition.
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We are able to handle customer printing needs, offset 
printing and the entire range of promotional products.
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Call us for more information..

kethis@xessme.com

+ 971 4 22 16 207
+ 971 55 217 8882


